
GREEK CULTURE ODYSSEY ESSAY

The Odyssey And Ancient Greek Culture Essay, Research Paper. Homer composed the Odyssey in the 8th century BC.
After the Trojan War, Greek kingdoms.

In The Odyssey, the following is an account in which Odysseus and his men are not shown positive
hospitality. These women, such as the Sirens and Circe, not only serve the purpose of providing multiple
opportunities for Odysseus to abandon his responsibilities in Ithaca but they are also integral to the theme of
seduction and male weakness in the Odyssey. All of the laws governing the population of Greece were not
only written by men, but also enforced by men. It is also notable that Penelope gets so many suitors because
she is so well-known for her wisdom and intelligence. If either the host or the guest was to break any rule set
by Xenia, there would be severe penalties dealt by Zeus and also by society Wikipedia. If a man were merely
smart and intelligent, without much physical capability, the Greeks would feel that he is not complete.
Telemachus is required to figure out ways to be honorable on his own and this causes him to have a deeper
responsibility than the normal man of his age. While some of the female characters in this epic do support the
male heroes, their role in the Odyssey has more to do with showing how simple it would be for these heroes to
fail Reading example essays works the same way! In order to understand Greek values and how they are
portrayed in Greek society, one must examine how some values are portrayed in the Odyssey: hospitality,
intellect, and beauty Does Odysseus remain the same after his year journey including the Trojan War? They
believed that determination and endurance would always win in the end. They believed an individual must
have have both, a well developed mind and a fit body, not only one or the other, to be ideal. This is
demonstrated near the beginning of the Odyssey when Telemachus went to Pylos to visit Nestor. Because
Agamemnon believed she was rightfully his, he refused. Homer; the authors of The Iliad and The Odyssey;
and Vergil; the authors of The Aeneid are two of the greatest writers in ancient western civilization. This is not
always accurate; some of the most legendary heroes from Greek mythology take advantage of many other
traits. Naturally, the Greeks also placed high value on food and drink. And of course, the Greeks believed in
the Underworld, a dreadful land with Hades as its ruler. His appreciation for music and the voice also become
apparent at the end when the only suitor released from death is Phemios, the singer. Aside from these mental
characteristics, the Greeks also respected physical traits such as strength. Good hospitality was also practiced
in order to win the favor of Zeus, the god of travelers and guests. As a general rule, food, shelter, warmth, and
comfort were offered to any stranger who passed by in need before any questions were even asked. Although
each of these stories is from a different culture, the themes and symbolism are the same and central in both
cultures Feasting was commonplace at the time.


